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UNION UNIVERSI
CHARLES ALEXANDER RICHMOND, D. D., LL.D.. Chancellor
UNION COLLEGE
The colleg.e offers the following undergraduate
and graduate courses:
l.

Cour•e• leadlns to the decree of A.. B.

COURSE LEADING '1'0 DEGREE OF M. S. E. E.-· This
course of one year of graduate study consists of
lectures, laboratory practice and research work.
CouRSE LEADING TO DEGREE ott PH. D.-This course
of two years of graduate study requires for admit'lion the degree of M. E. E. or an equivalent.
For catalogues or other information address
F. C. BARNES, Secretary,
Schenectady, N. Y.

CLASSICAL CouRSE A.-Greek is required for admission to this course. French and German are inicluded in addition to the ancient languages.
CLASSICAL COURSE B.-Students may, at the close
of the Sophomore year, elect to become candidates ·
DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE
for the degree of A. B. They will then be required
to study Greek for two years. Proficiency in Latin
ALBANY MEDICAL COLLEGE-Instruction by
is perequisite.
lectures, recitations, clinics, laboratory work, prac2. Couue leadln&' to the de&'ree of Ph. B.
tical demonstrations and operations.
Hospital and laboratory advantages excellent.
LA TIN- SciENTiltiC CouRSE-This course offers
Catalogues and circulars containing full informaLatin without Greek, for which is substituted addition
sent on application to:
tional work in modern languages and science.
WILLIS G. TucKER, M. D., Registrar,
3. Cour•e leadln&" to the decree of B. S.
Albany, N. Y.
Sc IEN'l'U'IC CouRSE-This course is based upon the
study of mathematics and the sciences.
DEPARTMENT OF LAW
4.

Course leadln&' to the degree of B. E.

GENERAL ENGINEERING CouiSE-This course offers
the foundation of a broad engineering education,
comprising mathematics, the sciences, the fundamental principles of the special branches of the profession and some training in history, economics and
modem languages.
SANITARY ENGINEERING CouRSE-This differs from
the general engineering course in substituting special
work in sanitary engineering for some of the general
engineering studies.
ELecTRICAL ENGINEERING CouRSE-This course is
intended to give a broad and thorough engineering
education with the special instruction requisite for
electrical engineering.
CS.

Cour•e• Ieadfn&" to paduate decree•.

CouRsE LEADING ro DEGREE ol" M. C. E.-This
course of one year of graduate study consists of
lectures, laboratory practice and research work.

Caterer
Office 410 Union St.
Phone 2845
Special Teas and Coffees
for Frats
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DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACY
ALBANY COLLEGE OF PHARMACY-Graded
course of instruction comprising two terms of seven
months each. Fees, $90.00 per term.
For catalogue giving full information, address.
ALFRED B. Hu:~;tsTED, Secretary
43 Eagle St.. Albany, N. V.
11

JOSEPH NUTTALL

..

AMASA]. PARKER,
]. NJtWTOM FIERO,
President.
Dean.
ALBANY LAW S(;HOOL-This department of
the university is located at Albany, near the state
capitol. It occupies a bui 1 ding wholly devoted to its
use. The course leading to the degree of LL. B. is
three years; each year is divided into two semesters.
Expenses: Matriculation fee, $Io; tuition fee,
$no. For catalogue or other information, address:
]OHN C. WATSON, Registrar,
Albany, N. Y.

Everything for the College Man except Ex•m•''

GUNNING '16
SWEATERS, MACKINAWS, PENNANTS,

PILLOW COVERS
Phone 1472-W
Middle Section, So. College
BANNERS

AND

..,

lf.

Fink's Pharmacy
The College Smoke and Drug Shop

Just Across from the Green Gate
i ..
}·

LATEST STYLES---MEN'S

French, Shriner·
& Urner Shoes
$6.00 to $8.50
TK.ADE MARK

Known wherever Good Shoes are worn.
All styles and leathers

LINDSAY BROS. CO.
COR. STATE AND WALL STS.

..

The
Guarantee
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Excellence
on
Goods
Electrical

Reserved for

Frank M. Cain
M aater of Dancing

Arcade

Hal~

Near N.Y. C. Depot

'Pbaae 2723-J
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Fellows come down and get
acquainted with
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General Electric NICKLAS
Company

EXCLUSIVE HATTER and FURNISHER

Largest Electrical Manufacturer
in the world

E. & W. Shirts and Collars, Fownes'
Gloves for all occasions, Opera and
Silk Hats, Best Canes, Baks and Suit
Cases. Everything for well dressed
men.

3759
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BABBITT & CO'S.

PALL AND WINTER 'DISPLAY OF
A~m,erica's Most Fam~ous Make

RO·GERS-·PE:ET CO.
Is full of the strongest kind of attractions for every man
who is keen for clothes whose eq ua:l can only be found
in highest price Custom-Tailor Shop-s.
The last word in select fabrics,. exclusive tailoring
and up-to-the-hour correct styles will be found in this
exceptionally strong line.

WE MAKE A SPECIALTY OF

Rogers-Peet Co's. Dress Clothes
In our Dress Clothes Department will be found all
the latest and best ideas in stnart Day and Evening Dress
for men.
This Department is a revelation to many men who
have visited it and found therein the highest type of
Dress Clothes possible to produce,-garments which in
fit, fashion and quality the most expensive of custom
made clothes can not improve upon at double the price.
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''Albany's Greatest Clothiers"
451-453 BROADWAY

·
Babbi

(

Higgins'
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Drawing Inka
Eternal Writing Ink
Engrossing Ink
Taurine Mucilage
Photo Mounter Paate
Drawinl! Board Paate
Liquid Paate
Office Paste

.,
''

)

'

ARE THE FIMEST AND BEST INKS AND ADHESIVES

@a.e.P.
'IJ. ,. 1\' \·1

' 1··:'1 Ill

·THE PAST AND PRESENT
Keep abreast with the times. vVe are not .
living in the stage-coach decade, at which time
the mentioning of flying machines would have
been taken as an idle jest. In the present century you wouldn't think of traveling as one
did in by-gone days. Neither would you ha ving your shoes repaired by the old style hand
method way, if you knew the superiority in our
up-to-date machine way of repairing.

BALL'S QUICK SHOE REPAIRING WORKS
438 State Street
Free Order Service

Opposite Jay Street
· Telephone 3456
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Emancipate yourself from corrosive and ill-smelling inks and adhesives and tadopt the HIGGINS' INKS
AND ADHESIVES.
They will be a
revelation to you, they are so sweet,
clean, well put up, and withal so
efficient.
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AT DEALERS

CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO.
Manufactures
Branches, Chicago and London

271 Nm·.th St.·

Brooklyn, N.Y.

The Sign of the Golden Robin
TEA ROOM

CANDIES
PARTY .AND DINNER FAVORS

31 Steuben Street,

.i
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FRESHMEN

Say Fellows:
Bring in your laundry and save money
Note these Prices:

Shirts all Kinds ...................... lOc .
Collars ............................... 2c
Union Suits . . . . . . . . . . . . ........... 1Oc
Underwear, Ni,ght Shirts
and Pajamas. . . . ........... 6c each
Hose ................ ~ ....... 3c per pair
Handkerchiefs ....................... 2c

Barrow's Hand Laundry

Follow your upper Class

They use MAZDA

Men.

LAMPS.

Your efficiency

will be increased by study-

738 State Street

ing under this high efficWe Solicit Your Patronage.

You Need

iency light.

Our Guarantee.
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Cluett &Sons.
One Price Piano House.

EVERY THING MUSICAL.
508 State Street,

Schenectady

Makera of

Caps, Gowns
and Hoods
To the American Colleges and UnivenitieJ from'
the Atlantic to the Pacific. Class contracts a specialty

SCHENECTADY ILLUMINATING CO.
511 State St.

Pictures and Picture Framing, Art Supplies and Gold Gilding.
Decorating and Paper Hanging. House
and Sign Painting.

S.

Are invited to open a check
account with us. Accounts
of Clubs, Fraternities and
Associations solicited. . . .
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Stanes•

Art Stnrr
No. 7 New York Central Colonnade
New York Telephone
Schenectady, N.Y.

UNION STUDENTS
'

'Phone 2500
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Hosiery, Underwear, Sweaters and

KNIT GOODS
FOR MEN

~
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The Schenectady Trust Co.
318-320 ·State Street

UNITED

KNITWEAR

467 State Street,

COMPANY

Schenectady, N. Y.

We Announce

KEELER'S

~

·--EUROPEAN--------

the season's latest
developments in
refined apparel
for the particular man ......... .

and Cabaret at 9 .P. M.
:, .Broadway and Maiden Lane
Albany, N. Y

Wells & Coverly

Wm. H. Keeler, Prop.

HOTEL

GENTLEMEN ONLY
250 ROOMS
Ladies' Restaurant Attached. Special New
Rathskeller. Bowling Alley and Billiard
'Clothing · · - Furnishings • · · Hats .• Room. Twenty-five Private Dining Room~

TROY

. A.nnex, 507-509 Broadway

''If It's Made of Rubber We Have It''
li1
Athletic Goods
Rubber Goods
Auto Goods
Auto Tires

m

Alling Rubber Co.
229 State Street

26 Storea

FURNITURE
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NEARLY 30 YEARS

':

of honest dealings in Schenectady has
placed us at the top notch of retailers.
When you read a COFFIN BROS. ad you
know it is true. We aim at all times to
carry the most complete line of Kitchen
Wares, Wooden Wares, toys, games, fancy
goods and brassware. We invite you to
call.
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COFFIN BROS.
303-305 State Street
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Schenectady, N.Y..
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CANDIES
Huyler's, Park & ·Tilford's, Pirika, Nobility. FRESH STOCK ALWAYS

PHOTO DEPARTMENT
Complete in Every Respect.

EVERYTHING IN

Lyon's
'
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GOOD DRUGS

335 STATE ST.
714 HAMILTON
13 McCLELLAN Cor.
EASTERN Ave.

Fine Imported
and Domestic Woolens

Telephone 2323- J

GEORGE A. MANNY
CUSTOM TAILOR
170 Jay Street
Schenectady, N. Y.

The Best in Cream, Butter, Etc.

Fer~

Street Crea"'ery

'Phone 1208
107 So. Ferry Street
"Look for the Cow's Head."
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When the leaves
Begin to fall
Walk-'Over Shoes
Are B·est of all.

Bellinger Paint Co.
PAINTS..

OILS

LET YOUR NEXT PAIR BE
Dealers in all kinds of Wax Polishe&

212 So. Centre St.

Walk-Overs.
· 407 State Street,

Schenectady
1

A. R. Zita' S Orchestra !~~~~~~d·o~u·~~. ~:o,u.~i~n '~2° ~~~ &~!
Best Dance Music in the World
g~~·tt~f!t~~..:l~e~48~~e Better for Concert
Office and Res., 167 Hamilton St., Albany

TILLY, The Barber
We are the favored among the College Boys and solicit your trade.
EVERYTHING ELECTRICAL

HOME MADE CANDIES

JAMES F. BURNS
Electrical Supplies.

N.H. Weaver

..

:
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CIGARS

Study Lamps, Portables, Etc.
442 State Street

Schenectady, N. Y.

"UNION NATIONAL BANK',
334 State Street
Solicits Accounts of Students
. l
'.\
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CIGARETTES

130 NOTT TERRACE

N.M.READ
PUBLIC STENOGRAPHER

Room 74 Parker Building. Special Rates to Sbldents
Telephone 620· W

R. Wirth, Union '18

LENS GRINDING A SPECIALTY

Periodicals, Confectionery, Cigars, Cigarettes. All latest Desserts
served at his fountain.

0. D. Eveleigh

Catering to College and High School functions a specialty. Music furnished if desired.
Bell 'Phone 1356-M.
Suits Made to Order from $18 to $35.

A. GARUCKY
Custom Tailor for Ladies' and Gentlemen
Sanitary Cleaning, Pressing, Altering and Repairing of Ladies' and Gents' Garments.
870 Eastern Ave., Bet. Wendell & Morris Aves. ·

OPTOMETRIST
426 State Street
Byea Teated and GlatBell Fitted

THE ROLLINSON STUDIO
Quality Photography
'~Watch

the Show Case"

~~-------------------------

Cigars

Ice Cream

Soda

st Regis Pharmacy,
600 Union St.
CHAS R.
CAREY

Prea.criptions Accurately Compounded
.~
Toilet Articles

RINDFLEISCH';S
Artistic Parisian Dye Works
ll6 Jay Street.

Ready to Wear
and Custom

STYLISH CLOTHES
FOR YOUNG MEN

Made

Comparison is the ·
Lever Th~;tt Turns
Trade Our Way

This is the busiest store in Schenectady, through invhing Comparison with
mercb.andise you see elsewhere., where quality, fabric, superiority of workmanship and
newness of design are important features and you will prove by your own comparison,
consistant alliance in all our offerings and deaHngs. Just ·step in before you buy elsewhere. The convenience of an open account to all College Student is yours for the
asking.
10 Per Cent reduction on all purchases .of $10 or over if this ad is presented at the

time of purchase.

503 - 507 State Street
Schenectady, N. Y.

Saul's

G. Wm. Slaght, Mgr.
N. Y. 'Phone 360-W

I AM YOUR NEAREST SHOEMAKER
N.Y. Phone 1270-W

AU Work Called for and Delivered Free

The Union Electric. Quick Shoe Repair Shop
I

\

S. SOBELL, Manager.
The only machine in the city, operating its own channel while sewing on the
sole., Turns the shoe out like new.
A few popular items :

l\fen 9 s soles, sewed ________ 75c
I-~adies' soles, sewed _______ 60c
Men's soles, nailed _____ 50 to 60c

I_,adies' soles, nailed ________ 40c
~1en's Heels _______________ 25c
Ladies' Heels ________________ 20c

Our prices are as reasonable as can be asked. Best leather used and all work
guaranteed.
603 LIBERTY STREET, (Near Lafayette)
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
Full RUBBER SOLES __________ -------- ------ ------------ __ $1.50, $1.75
GARNET

''The College Photographer''
WHITE, 229 State Street
CARL DANNA, Beta Theta Pi
Colle4e Repre•ent:~tivf'

ROW
TANGO

·SHIRTS
are an •.evening dress

necesstty.

The bosoms are
tucked, puffed, pleated or ''mushroom."
$2.00 and up
Cluett, Peabody & Co., Inc. Makers

1903
1904

NEAR BARN·EY'S

1905
1906
1907
1908

1909
1910
1911
1012
1913
1914

1915

Let's Meet at ''Joe's" New Dining
Room

Students' Tuck Shop
A BREAKFAST BETWEEN CLASS
A FEED AT NIGHT.
ORDERS DELIVERED

One Minute from Payne Gate.
of St. John's Church.
'Phone 298-W.

Back

722 Eastern Ave.
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GARNE'T ELEVEN STARTS. SEASON

WITH VICTORY.
Union, 15; St. Lawrence, 0. Thus was
the football season of 1914 opened on R. C.
Alexander field last Saturday. The Garnet
·;~
team got off to a rather loose start and
'l
. 1
play seemed slow, probably because of the
J
conditon of the turf, but the game was in. . •~ teresting as showing promise of improve·.··~ ment as the season goes on. A number of
..~
new men were in the line-up at different
.
·~ parts of the contest and, steadied by the vet.~ erans of two and three seasons, put u~ good
.f\~ games. Except for a safety scored tn the
··'
second period when Captain Starbuck tack. ·I! led a St. Lawrence player behind the visit..
: -)
or's goal line, all the scoring was done in
the second half. In this half both teams
. :4
showed improvement and the contest was
:.. J faster and more exciting. Wally Girting
·.~~
was responsible for the thirteen points
>.
scored in the second half. After a penalty
~ . ·~
inflicted on St. Lawrence for offside near
.j
their own goal, Beaver signalled for Girling
.J
to plunge through outside of tackle. Wally
:,
plunged and went right on over. The attempt to kick the goal failed. In the fourth
·. :(
··•l
quarter a forward pass tossed over the line
. j was captured by Girling for the second
touchdown.
;

j

j

. ·

1

N0.1

Among the Freshmen who worked out in
their first 'varsity game were Anderson,
DuBois, and Rokwell. Anderson got in the
game eat:~Y when Byron injured his rib. It
,;vas discovered later that "By's" rib had
been broken in practice Thursday. Anderson played a strong game in the back field
and showed a piece of head-work which
merited special mention. It was St. Lawrence's ball on a fourth down. Ford at
quarterback heaved a long forward pass
down the field towards Anderson. Anderson with perfect insouciance watch the
ball go by and n1ade no attempt to spear it .
By that move-or rather lack of movement-the ball went to Union on the spot
where St. Lawrence started the play. Gardner saw that he had no chance of running
the ball back as far as the penalty pasted
on St. Lawrence for an incompleted forward
pass on the fourth down would bring it.
DuBois relieved Jenkins at tackle when
Jenkins' Charlie horse balked. DuBois
played good football. Rockwell went into
the game at the start of the fourth period
for Wood and held down the guard position
about half the period till Wood went back .
First Period-First Half.
Jackson kicked-off to St. Lawrence who
shortly returned the kick. Girling returned
the ball five yards, then Stoller made it
first clown. Captain Starbuck assimilated

10
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a short forward pass. Girling kicked to St.
Lawrence's three-yard line. A punting exchange gave Union the ball and two first
downs resulted. "Tubby" Rosecrans sa"r
a chance to drop-kick, but the wind spoiled
the boot.
For the rest of the quarter the Garnet
was on the offensive almost continually but
the work of the team wasn't sure enough to
rush the ball over the goal.
Union 0, St. Lawrence 0.

Second Period.
It was St. Lawrence's hall under the
shadow of her own goal. St. Lawrence kicked out. An exchange of kicks followed to
Union's advantage. Girling went inside the
end for 10 yards, Jake Beaver took "Tubby''
Rosecrans' place at quarter and Girling
kicked to St. Lawrence's goal line. On the
next play "Pete" Starbuck filtered around
the visitors' interference in time to drop St.
Lawrence's punter before he had time to
kick. The scorers registered a safety for
the Garnet. Till the end of the half St. Lawrence kept the ball except for one occasion
when Jake Beaver returned a punt to the
prides of Canton's 15 yard line.
Score: St. Lawrence 0, Union 2.
First Period-Second Half.
The kick-off trickled through somehow and St. Lawrence got the ball. Both
teams were playing the best football of the
afternoon and the scrimmages were tight
and hard fought. Beaver uncorked a long
pass which Girting delivered about 35 yards
from the Red goal. Stoller plunged through
the line for five yards and Anderson followed with an end run for first down. The next
play was a fumble which Union recovered
with no gain. St. Lawrence was then penalized for offside. On the next play Girling scored the first touchdown of the season. The angle of the goal was difficult
and the goal failed.
Until the end. of the period the ball wav-

ered back and forth between the opponents
with no apparent gain for either.
Score: Union 8, St. Lawrence 0.
Second Period~Seco~d Half.
Until the last two minutes of play this
quarter achieved no results. The Garnet
gradually worked the ball down to St. Lawrence's territory. Girling punted to the
Red goal. 'rhe return against the wtnd was
short. Chilton, 1918's ex-scr.apper, gathered
in a forward pass with the Union label on
it and returned it ten yards. Union reciprocated a moment later when Starbuck block...
ed a pass and collared it. Immediately
Jake Beaver shot another pass which soared
over the goal just as Girling volplaned in
the same direction. The movable force met
the volatile object and the result was the
projection of the elements upon the happy
side of the St. Lawrence goal. Girling took
one of the two remaining moments of play
to kick the goal.
Score: St. Lawrence 0, Union 15.
Chilton, 1918's former cane-rusher, put
up a strong game for St. Lawrence, as did
Hutchins.
Pete Starbuck, Bill Friday, Jake Beaver,
and Girting played in top form, while
Stoller's strong plunging was a feature of
the game. On defensive work Garry Wood
did yeoman work while Starbuck's tackling
was clean and consistent.
About a thousand hill-billies adorned our
new fence-along the outside, and enjoyed
the game just as much as those within the
enclosure.. The cheering section did not
distinguish itself to any appreciative extent
wherefore we might advocate a more stringent and studious perusal of the 1916 Revised
Union Version Bible by certain quantities
of the most recent decorations of our student body. The new ruling prohibiting
freshmen to squander their weekly increment upon members of the frail but appreciative sex seems to have the effect of releasing the aforesaid freshmen themselves
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THE CONCORDIENSIS
~nts

£rom attendance at football. Perhaps 1t
should be 1nade clear that such a contingency was not the desired effect.
Everyone united in praising the band
which vvorked hard and welL
Next vveek is Hobart.
Following is a line-up of the game:
UNION
Position ST. LA WR'CE
Starbuck (C) ------L.E. --------Hayden __
Wood ------------L.T. ____ Hutchins (C)
.,
Price ____ .:::--.... ----,...-L.G. --------- Gilson
Hokerk --------------C·-------- McGinnis
Jackson -- . . . ----------R. G. --------O'Leary
Jenkins --------·----R. T. ________ Morgan
Friday ... ------------R.E. ____ ,,... ___ Church
Rosecrans ----------Q.B,________ Chilton
Byron ------------L.H.B. _______ Gardner
Girling -------,...--..,.-R.H.B. --------Noble
Stoller --------------F.B. --·----Griswold
Summary.
Score-Union, 15; St. Lawrence, 0.
Touchdo,vns-. Girling, 2. Goals from touchdovvn - Girling. Touckback - Griswold.
Substitutes-Union: Beaver for Rosecrans ;
Anderson for Byron; DuBois for Jenkins;
Rockvvell for Wood ; Wood for Price ; St.
La"'Tence: Reynolds for Gardner. Time of
quarters-Ten minutes. Officials-Referee,
Risley of Colgate. Umpire-Miller of Haverford. Linemen-Grout for Union; Caten
for St. Lawrence .
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DELTA PHIS FIRST TO OPEN
FESTIVITIES.

11

King have been promoted to Assistant Professors in Electrical Engineering.
J\Iortin1er F. Sayre, lVL A. and M. E., has
been appointed Instructor in Engine·ering.
J\!Ir. Grant Hundley, a graduate of the
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute with the
degree of C. E., is also an Instructor in
Engineering.
Roy Abbey, a graduate of Colgate with
the degree of B. A., has been appointed an
assistant in the Biology Lobarotory.
John Vedder, who has con1e from the
University of Illinois, has been appointed
Assistant Professor Thermodynamics.
Warren C. Vosburgh, B. S., Union, 191-:l:,
has been appointed an assistant in the Chem.ical Laboratory.
Clifford Parker, M. A., Harvard, is an
instructor in Modern Languages.
Geoffrey Atkinson, M. A., Amherst and
Columbia, is also an instructor in Modern
Languages.
Guy C. Weeks, B. S. and A. B., is an instructor in French and German.
Luther A. Hager, Union, 1914, is an instructor in mathematics. "Lute," as the
crowd knew him last year, was valedictorian of the Senior class, and a member of
the track team. He is a member of the
Beta Theta Pi fraternity.

CLASSES CHOOSE OFFICERS.

By regulation of the Terrace Council the
dates for the election of class officers this
After the St. Lawrence game on Satur- year were: For the class of 1915, Wednesday, September 26, the Delta Phi fraternity day, September 23 ; for 1916, Thursday, the
held an informal dinner party and dance. 24th; and for 1917, Friday, the 25th. The
The chaperons were Mrs. George Lyons of Freshman class will elect later.
Schenectady, and Mrs. J. Willing Gauger of
The officers chosen in the Senior Class
Albany.
·
are: President, Donald A. Coulter; vicepresident, Thomas A. Dent; secretary-treasCHANGES AND ADDITIONS IN THE urer, Will~am H. Mandeville. Coulter is a
FACULTY.
prominent figure in debating here, a memSeveral changes on the faculty have taken ber of the "Concordy" board, and of the
place since last spring. Mr. Upson and Mr. Terrace Council. Dent is captain of track,
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an office which his merits in that line well
earned him. Mandeville is president of the
Press Club.
The Juniors have chosen as class president Nathaniel A. Finch, vice-president of
the Press Club and a member of the "Concordy" board; as vice-president, Horace
Zimmer, a 'varsity baseball man; and as
secretary-treasurer, Howard A. Glenn, a
member of the ''Concordy" board.
The results of the Sophomore election
are: President, Willett William Friday, a
cross-country man of last year, also 'varsity
baseball and football man; vice-president,
Arnold H. Goodman, a leading light in '17
basketball and an aspirant for 'varsity
pitcher; secretary-treasurer, Forest B. Van
A very, a popular n1an in his class.

AN UNKNOWN HELPER.

I
I·

i

'·'
..:.

I cannot kick a hundred yards, the oval
ball of leather, nor bust a line of eight or
nine big huskies all together. I do not
fall for basketball and should you ask the
reason: my limbs are sick with rheumatix
-all through the winter season. The same
is true of baseball too, of tennis, track, debating and all the other breeds and styles
of college recreating. The only place I really
shine, and there is all my glory, is on the
side lines-here I point the moral of my
story. Of all the chaps who perch themselves upon the college bleachers, I certain
hold the record place among those blooming
screechers. I watch the leader and the team
and while they fight and waller, I cross my
legs and brace my feet and, LORDY, how
I holler!

DEBATING

SOCIETIES

START

STRONG-MANY NEW MEM-

BERS TAKEN.
Meetings of both debating societies have
been held and the term's work is well under
way. Philomathean meets this year in Silli-

tnan Hall on Tuesday evenings at ~ :00
o'clock, and Adelphic meets also in Silliman
Hall on alternate Tuesday and Friday afternoons at 4 :30 o'clock. Both societies have
initiated a large number of men already
this year. Philomethean's new members
are: C. Hum1ner and E. Hummer of 1916, A.
Colson, '17, and Moore, Brown, Clark,
Anker, Mason, Uphoff, Swartz, Madden and
Riley, all of 1918. Adelphic's new members
are: Creble '16, Koon1an '17, Rounds, Bascom, Vosburgh, Wirth, King, Heatly, Stein,
Eddy, Hallenbeck and Swart, of 191'3.
There is still opportunity for those interested, however, to affiliate with either society.
No meeting of the Debating Council has
been held yet, though it is probable that the
season's debates will include the annual Allison-Foote, between the Adelphic and Philomathean societies, a debate with Cornell,
and others. All members of last year's
'varsity .teatn are still in college and it is
hoped that, with these men as a nucleus, two
strong teams can be formed, making possible
a tri-league arrangement.

PREXY'S ACTIVITIES FOR THE
NEAR FUTURE.
Dr. Richmond promises to exceed his
record of last year in the number of addresses which he is to deliver in the various
parts of the state and country. He began
his season Tuesday, October 6, when he
addressed the New York State Historical Association on "Early Institutions of Learning in the Mohawk Valley. On October
16, "Prexy", together with other distinguished educators, will attend a luncheon at
Brown University at the celebration of the
one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the
founding of the university.
Saturday, October 20, Dr. Richmond will
have charge of the celebration of the one
hundredth anniversary of the removal of the
Union College buildings to their present site.
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Hon. Martin H. Glynn, governor of New
york State, wil be the principal speaker at
these exercises. The college will confer the
cfegree of Doctor of Laws on Governor
Glynn at this time. Dr. George Alexander
of New York ~City, will speak on the history
of the college. President Stryker of Hamilton College will also deliver an address.
On Tuesday, October 20, Dr. Richmond
will speak before the State School Superintendents at their annual gathering at Troy.
The teachers of New York State will have
"Prexy" as their guest on November 24, at
the convention of the New York State
'feachers' Association at the Educational
Building at Albany.. The subject on which
Dr. Richmond is to speak has not yet been
announced.
No definite schedule for the various
alumni meetings has as yet been made, but
it is expected that Dr. Richmond wil lenrleavor to attend the meetings of the sons of
Union even more extensively than he did
. ·; last year, when with the aid of good health,
and the necessary transportation, he succeeded in going as far west as St. Paul and
Minneapolis.
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passes only in the branches of sport they
managed.
A complete set of pictures of our athletic
teams will be secured by the board and
placed in the trophy room of the "gym."

FRESHMAN FABLES.

Number One.
As Ira Twigg stepped off the Limited
from Cemetery, he was not at all surprised
by the Reception Committee that was waiting for him. He was a little grieved that
the President and at least three representatives from the three distinct but important
branches of the Faculty were not there, too.
But Ira remembered that he h;1.rl nnt \Vritte1l.
definitely about his time of arrival.
One large individual in a dark jersey
seized his carpet-bag as another assimilated
his umbrella. Deprived thus of his collateral,
Ira could do nothing. He had no
.
marg1n.
"Let's see,' aspirated the first individual,
gently like No. 1 grade sandpaper on lard.
"Let's see-you're
"
"Yes, sir, Ira Twigg, sir," gaspirated our
he-ro.
"Why, to be sure, yes," yesponded Ex>·;
ASSISTANT MANAGERS ELECTED.
,,
bib. A, deftly dislocating Ira's left shoulder
OTHER ACTIONS OF THE BOARD.
with a touch of his palm, and then fanning
.;·'·.,.:
it back again. "Dr. Richmond sent us
"
The Athletic Board has elected the assist- around to meet you. Le'me take your bag."
. ant managers of track and baseball for the
;, ·:·~{
As he already had it Ira decided to let
.. '~ coming seasons.
Cornelius D. Lowell was him.
:~;
..
selected for assistant track manager. He i~
·'~
"Le'me take your un1brella," emasticated
-\1 a sophomore, from Mt. Clemens, Mich., and
~
the second individual. Ira did not protest.
·l~ a tnember of Alpha Delta Phi.
Carlton
. • :,l
Our hero did not protest.
Newell Smith will be the assistant baseball
"That guy's the treasurer of the College.
'·J.~
manager
this
year.
Smith
is
a
sophomore,
)1
I'm only the president's secretary." This
of Schenectady, and a member of Beta Theta
news was sifted into Ira's ear by individual
--·:: Pi.
No. 1, as he was being coerced gently up
..
The
board
has
decided
to
give
the
man·,
the street between the twain .
agers and assistant managers of every major
The twain treated Ira tenderly, persua. '\"
sport season passes for every game played sively, you-first-ly; would he smoke? If he
on the campus. Previously they were given would he could not light a n1atch. Ira
'.1-

~gan
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needed m.atches no tnore than if he were
in a gas house. It was a. matchless life.
The twain supplied all forei:gn and domestic
comforts. They eased hin1 :over the gutters,
lest he dash his foot again a manhole ; they
breathed sweet nothings, tutti-frutti flavored in his oyster-shell pink ears; th~y told
such funny stories; and they titillated so
uproariously at Ira's. Oh, say! They were
the three mad wog-wogs all right! Were
there ever such merry dogs? (Echo responds: "Yes, there's a couple hundred
every autumn in every college town in the
more or less United States.)
And thus by degrees they approached a
stately edifice, set back a~mong towering
groves, over-shadowing 'Liph N ott's little
round building, sedate, memorable, handsome, the lordly domicle of a score of the
finest specimens of American .manhood-inthe-making. How velvet were the terraces,
how shaven and green the tender lawns,
how cool the deep verandas.
"Yes," and the words caressed Ira's
acoustic orifices with all the bewitching
delicacy of bread-fruit falling from a bunch
of coral palms in air onto India's coral
strand, "Yes," said the first individual, "the
lawns and terraces are all cut by electricity,
the piazza is washed by steam, the tennis
court rolled by gravity, the gravel walks
raked by sarcasm, the tobacco-jar is selffilling, the Sunday papers are complimentary copies, the billiard table never grows
dusty, the cues are self-tipping, the tenn1s
net grows on every n1orning and withers
off again at night and the precedence of
classes is rigidly established-freshmen
preceeding.
With that he seized Ira firmly by the
shoulders, pressed him convulsively to
him, plastered a burning kiss on his right
eye (which soon began to swell and was
later treated with raw beef) and then shunt. .
ed him off to the second individual, who
proceeded to do likewise and so on. Thus

Ira caromed off the score ot hright-Ameri ...
can-youths-in-the-making. When he came
to, a large button of pink and carnation
graced his left lapel.

DRAMATIC CLUB PLANNING
SEASON.
In line with the other college activities,
the Dramatic Club will soon meet and
discuss plans for the ensuing year. New
officers are to be elected and candidates
will be ·Chosen from among those students
who desire to display their talent.
Last year's production was a great sue..
cess dramatically as well as financially. It
was the first really under-graduate play that
has been produced at Union in years. It
was an under-graduate play "Pusher's
Gusher," by an under-graduate, Harry
Ewens, '14, of Buffalo, and all the actors
were under-graduates. Several of the actors
are still in college, among whom may be
mentioned Smith '15, Baker '15, Cleveland
'15, Santee '16, and Zimmer '16. Inasmuch
as Ewens' play was such a success, it behooves some other Union student who desires to win for himself immortal fame to
make another effort in this direction. He
may be assured that his work need not have
the merit of those of Ibsen or Shaw, for
the crowd on the Hill will enjoy a production of a fellow student and will be content to throw the mantle of charity over
the rough places. It is rumored that aversatile Sophomore who wishes his name
withheld for the present, is formulating
plans for a literary production of this
nature.
There should be a good turn-out of new
men when Manager Lowell issues his call.
"All the world's a stage," fellows, and there
are several of you who are unable to distinguish yourselves athletically, who, nevertheless, can win the plaudits of the multitude by a little conscientious practice in
this tnost entertaining field of college acti vity.
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NOTICE TO A. B. FRESHMEN.

arne
tion

The attention of A. B. Freshmen is call_ed
to, .t h e R · ·c· Alexander Prize Scholarshtp£
which will be av\rarded to some ~e~ber ?
the class of 1918. The scholarshtp lS avatl.
able every three years, and is now held by
a Senior. Look up the conditions on page
137 of the College Catalogue, and then get
busy f
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tennis team "\vill be this coming spring, but
we do know that the men will have to train;
that we are to have a good schedule, and
that the best players will play on the team.
This fall we shall have a tournament for
the championship of the college. By mean~
o£ this tournament we shall be able to :find
out who are the best players in college.
The eight tnen left in the semi-finals will
make up a temporary team. After the
tournament any man can challenge any of
these eight men for his position until a week
before the first game. In this way we hope
to give everyone a square show and to keep
up a lively interest in this neglected sport.
Rules for Tournament.
1. Hand names to Jack Garrison, Girling,
F. L. Smith or Soler.
2. Play two out o£ three sets.
3. First round to be played within three
days of opening, October 8, 9, 10.
4. Second round to be played on October
12, 13, 14.

Rules for Challenging.
1. Hand name of man you wish to challenge and your own name to Soler.
2. You can challenge the same man two
times in the fall and two times in the spring..
3. Play for the best two out of three sets.
A week before the first game the regular
team will be made up, and those four men
will play in the first match, but after the
first n1atch any man may challenge any
player for his position. It does not n:atter
who the player is, if he does not tratn he
will not play, so keep out for the team till
the last minute.
In deciding who will play on the team
preference will be given to those who have
trained, who have been out for the team
the longest this fall and next spring, and
who have been on the temporary team the
longest, also the choice of the team will
be up to the coach first and then to the
•
captatn.

THE ENGLISH CLUB.
The English Club, under the direction of
Dr. Hale, held its first meeting of the present year, Friday evening, October 2, in
Washburn Hall.
Various matters of business came before
the meeting. It was decided to have the
meetings at 8 :00 o'clock instead of half past
eight. The matter of dues was also considered and finally determined at fifty cents
per year.

The subject of which the club proposes
5. Third round to be played October to tnake a critical and an extensive study
<; ;~
15, 16.
during the coming year is the work of cer6. If weather permits play on days as- tain of our contemporary poets. The list
includes, William Watson, Rudyard Kipling,
., signed or default .
Modern French and German poetry will be
7. Put score of sets by game on the
studied by those members who are inter~
tournament sheet which will be posted on
ested in these languages.
·::~,'I bulletin board .
Alfred Noyes, Austin Dobson, and others.
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GREETINGS.
In this, our first issue of the Concordiensis for the college year of 1914-15, we
wish to welcome into our n1idst the members of the largest class that has ever en ..
tered the gates of Old Union. We wish
to receive them with all the words of good
will which we are able to summon to th~
front and make them feel at home with us
at once. We wish to show them our ways
and customs, to teach them our precepts
and our laws, to guide them with the Union
spirit, with the Union love, with the Union
loyalty toward those things which are considered best for our Alma Mater and her
SDflS.

Nineteen-eighteen, we bid you welcomeas friends, as college mates, as brothersbrothers under the common motherhood of
our loved and honored Union College. We
hope, for your sa:k:es and, for the sake of
our college, that the under-class scraps will
not he your only line of success but that
your overwhelming numbers and your
seemingly excellent quality will bring forth
good fruit during your four years' stay on
the "Hili," so that on each moving-up day
you vvill be ready, willing and more than
able to step in and, not only fill the seats ·
of those who have vacated in your behalf,
but also fill their places,-their positions in
the college world and perform the duties allotted to you with just a bit more skill and
dexterity than they have ever before beet~
performed by your worthy predecessors.
Each individual of the Freshman Clas~\
must immediately realize that he has be~
come a unit in an important organization,
that he has duties to perform, work to
carry out, responsibilities to uphold. He
n1ust realize that something is expected of
him and the sooner he is able to determine
what this something is the better off he
will certainly be.
In the first place, a freshman sometimes
finds it hard, at first, to regard his professors as anything except harsh tasktnasters who are forever striving to make
him work to the very limit of his powers
of endurance. Get this misconception out
of your head, freshman, those of· you who
have it. The professors are your friends
and the longer you remain with them, the
better you will regard them as such. Treat
them with the respect which they deserve
hy virtue of their years, their experience,
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their wisdom and their excellent intentions. Give her what you can and give it freely.
Don't try to run their classes for them- You will never regret having served OJ d
that's their business. If, however, any hon- Union; she never forgets a loyal son, never
est difference of opinion should arise, make allows a worthy one to go unrewarded.
your settlement through the Terrace Coun- \V e hope that you will consider our words
ciL You will find that this body will try seriously and profit by them, men of 1918,
in all cases to set things right and to the and the fewer tim·es you give us cause to
satisfaction of all concerned.
attack your misconduct in these columns,
Don't forget that precedence is the herit- the better pleased we will be with you and
age of upper-classmen. They have earned your work.
<' privileges which you do not yet deserve;
they have climbed the ladder step by step, DEATH CLAIMS ONE OF UNION'S
MOST ESTEEMED FRIENDS.
while you are yet upon the ground; they
,,· ·:
It was with great regret that the students
have worked day by day, proving themof Union College learned from Dr. Richselves fit, while you have yet to show your
n1ond in college meeting Monday of the
worth. Show them the respect which they
death of Mrs. Leavitt. Mrs. Katherine
have earned. If you n1ake good, you'll have Spencer Leavitt was the daughter of Dr.
your own upper-classman days in which I chabod Spencer of the class of 1822 and
.,_, to run things.
it was through her kindness that we reRemember the Honor System-remem- ceived the annual winter term course of
ber its lofty purpose, its worthy aims ; re- lectures known as the Ichabod Spencer lectures. This is but one of the many exmember why and what it is, what it has
amples of loyalty she has shown our col..,. done and will do, and if you must, rememlege in the past. Five years ago, her genber the severe penalty which it inflicts upon erosity in giving $75,000 towards a $100,those who are unworthy of the privileges 000 sum which was to secure us another
:: which Union men enjoy. It is an organiza- $100,000 and eventually did, was a turning
.
tion of which every true and loyal son of point in our financial history and started
... ·,
us on an era of growth, development and
Old Union is proud. Honor it, respect it,
expansion which will be traditional among
obey it-it's here for your good and the
future generations of Union students.
,,' common good of us all.
Iv1rs. I~eavi tt was a woman of wonderful
;
Get into some college activity and work intellectual strength and artistic insight.
after you get there. College activities are As a Christian no finer character than hers
~' not for parasites but for workers-men that can be found. Her death is mourned by
·/. are willing to sacrifice and able to fight, to many students and graduates of our grand
old institution, which she loved with the
stick and win. Don't be a knocker, but see
loyalty of an alum.nus and benefitted
. ~ ::: ~
what you can do yourself. Boost and boost with her wisdom and generosity.
hard.
'~''
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Lastly, and including all, be always loyal
• ,;; to Union. You will never be able to repay
what our college will do for you-never.
. ..
', ~
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FRATERNITIES COME TOGETHER
FOR UNIFORM RUSHING PLANS .
The first meeting of what in all probabilities will be an Inter-fraternity Council, was
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held last :Friday evening in Silliman Hall.
Representatives of all the fraternities on "the
hill" were present. Plans for a permanent
council and for inter-fraternity regulation
of rushing were considered and a committee ·conssiting of Carl Byron '15, Ernest
Houghton '15, and Gerritt Wood '15, were
appointed as a committee to investigate rushing conditions and regulations in other colleges. W. C. Baker '15, was elected chairman of the conference.
Another meeting of the organization will
be held in about two weeks at which the
information gathered by the committee
mentioned will be advanced and some active
steps may be taken to place restrictions
on rushing, and pledging men. No rules
will be adopted, however, without thorough
consideration.
There has long been a need here at Union
for rushing restrictions which will give each
~'crowd" an equal chance during rushing
season and which will give freshmen an
opportunity to know each crowd and to decide for himself the fraternity question after
due consideration on his part. Cornell, Williams, Dartmouth and many colleges the size
of Union have adopted uniform rushing
regulations with success. It will undoubtedly he a difficult task to get the consent
of all of the crowds to a new rushing system,
but in view of the evident need for them
restricting rules should be adopted.

COUNCIL CHOOSES OFFICERS.
At a meeting of the Terrace Council which
took place in Dave Beaver's room at Ellis
Hospital, Raymond Blodgett and Henry
Faust were elected to the offices of president and secretary respectively. Heinie
will, in addition to acting as secretary, take
charge of the funds of the organization.

THE SCRAPS.
A ·Freshman's Viewpoint.
At the close of registration day, September 14th, 1914, when it was seen that one
hundred and eighty-three men had regis·
tered as freshmen in Union College, it began to dawn on everybody, especially the
sophs, that the week's scraps were going to
be hard fought and neither side would win
an easy victory.
The spirit of unity was readily noticeable
in the ranks of the freshmen. It was surprising the loyalty each one showed by
turning out for all the meetings and fights
during the week. Especially the morning
of the final fight did this unity become evident. Every healthy freshman on the hill and
nearly all of those not on the hill, turned out
early that morning and the uncanny sight
of about 150 green caps sent a cold chill
down every sophomore's back.
All the available sophs were out and after
chartering a deep sea-going moving van,
began to swoop around the campus and
snatch a few innocent "frosh" off the face of
the earth and drag them in to the van. They
stripped the clothes off of every man they
got and of course rendered them helpless.
The sophs in the van pretty soon began
to think they were invincible and drove right
through a flock of freshmen, evidently with
the intention of inviting them all to step into
their auto and have a ride. They were
sadly fooled in this attempt and barely
escaped with their lives and their van.
Seeing it was useles to do anything on
foot, the frosh also hired a sea-going .
omnibus and after loading it to the roof,
gave chase. Barney Oldfield never ran a.
more exciting nor a tighter race than this
one. Right down the main streets of Sch~
nectady, regardless of traffic cops or street
cars, these two insane asylums on wheels
tore at the terrific rate of 12 miles an hour.
The freshmen's 'bus stuck to them like
glue eve!! with all their dodging and doubl-
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ing back. The sophs finally returned to the undisputed kings of the day.
dormitories into which they fled in terror.
After painting the idol with a hecomin~~
'That ended the fighting for the morning: coat of red paint, the frosh form.ed in line
but about 3 :30 in tbe afternoon the frosh for a parade and the world was theirs. The
again assembled for the final scrap and this victorious parade took in the main streets
time by actual count 144 were on hand. of the town and then disbanded. The 191~
After bedecking themselves with red war freshm·en's victory was one of the most con1paint they adjourned to the chapel where a pl ete in years.
leader and temporary president, "Bob·''
Faust, was elected. With their enthusiasm A "SOPH" SAW IT ALL LIKE THIS.
keyed to the highest pitch, they then filed
do-vvn onto the meadow four abreast and
This little story I'm going to tell you hapthere awaited the coming of the brave little pened on the day of the cane-rush. It is
band of sophs.
entirely true, I assure you, and some twenty
The first fight was the salt and tomato or so Freshmen will vouch for it. They've
fight. The sophs were up against a nearly been reticent about relating it for one reason
hopleless proposition, being outnumbered and another-that's why I'm doing it:
over two to one. The result was as exWay up in the heart of the Scotia mounpected. Some of the sophs were down wal- tains a new day was dawning. The sun was
lowing .in tomato juice and salt and the rest nosing up over the hills in the East; the
were completely surrounded, helpless be- cows in the scattered barn yards were because their supply of salt was exhausted. ginning to low and stamp. The farmers
This was one victory for the frosh.
sleepily opened their doors and gazed up the
The next contest was the cane rush. road to find what sort of weather was desNumbers were of no avail in this battle, tined for the day-and most of them exmaking the odds more even. . It was a claimed, "Well, ·by Heck!"
shade to the advantage of the sophs if anyYou'd have been surprised, too. For down
thing on account of their being through the dusty turnpike was plodding, singlethe same fight before. The baseball bat was filed, a procession of the most dejected, woet'hrown up exactly midway between the two hegone human beings you can imagine. A
lines and when the judges worked their way good thirty of them there were, clanking
to the bottom of the pile they found 19 along with their lagging feet clamped .in
hands desperately clinging to it. Ten of
huge anchor chains and hot tears of dis pair
them were freshmen and only nine sophs. streaking down their cheeks. And on their
This was the greatest victory of all and heads they were wearing bright green caps
decided definitely the outcome of the cane with red buttons.
rush.
As they clanked over the hills they chanted
Both classes next ran for the idol to have solemnly to the song of the chains, "Right!
one last desperate struggle which would fix
Left! Right! Left!" and occasionally when
the color of the idol for the rest of the sea- one of the marchers-prisoners, they really
son. The frosh arrived there first and surwere-would burst into tears, a big burly
rounded it and here again their superior guard would rush up with the stave of a
numbers made it a hopeless task for the
harrell and-console him ! Arrived at a cersopbs to try and force them to evacuate.
tain farm house far up in the hills, the head
After putting up a plucky fight the sophs
guard called "Umph !" and the prisoners
retired in good order and left the frosh
with mechanical obedience formed in a large
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''U'' about a thunder struck farmer milking
a cow, crossed their hands upon thetr
breasts, balanced themselves on one foot and
recited in a dreary monotone :-·
"A Freshman is a slimy thingSlin1y like an ,eel:
I shudder when I see one near,
'Cause that's the way I feel!"
Then a guard stepped forward, raised his
arms for attention and directed: "'Fhe Anvil
Chorus now. Please bring out the bass
chains more strongly on the after beat.
Ready! One-two-three, one-two-three,-"
and "clink-clank! clink-clank!" rang the
chains seventeen times, then a pause and
seventeen tin~es again.
"Now then, we must have a poet bacculaurette," from another guard. "I nominate
No. six there. All in favor-''
"Aye!" howled the six other guards.
"No," whispered one little voice. Then,
swish-whack ! "Wow ! I mean yes !" and
number six arose very quickly.
"An original verse in tetiambic metre,
please. Don't stop to think-talk!"
Number six looked around wildly, then
spied the cow.
"Um-ah- I love the beautiful cow; it-it is
a gentle beast. Uh-it is a useful animalit-it-it gives milk!"
A profound silence, broken by chorus of
groans and terrible cries from the guards.
"l\. wful! Sacriligious ! Kill him!"
The first guard raised his hand for silence.
"Gentlemen, I move you that number six
be exterminated! I move you that he be hung
by the neck until-"
Whereupon the prisoners broke down
utterly and to a man cried as if their very
hearts were breaking. The farm yard was
filled with tearing sobs and ran wet with
tears. It was more than the hardest heart
could bear. First one guard, then another,
drew forth his handkerchief and wept unrestrainedly. The farmer was crying like a

child and the old cow dropped tear after
tear into the milk pail.
The first guard spoke again : ''I-b-boohoo
I can't st-stand it. Let's release then1."
The chains were knocked off the prisoners' feet with willing hands and presto!
they were gone. Some went up trees ; some
disappeared in hollow logs, others made a
bee line for the nearest horizon.
And the
sophomores, wet-eyed and sorrowful, took
the car back home.
Some of the Freshmen trickled back to
the city that night; a few have been located
far out in the West. Some will probably
never be seen again~ As I write this I see
by the evening paper that a skeleton with a
green cap upon it's head has just been found
near the city of Chicago.
I tell this incident not from a sophomore's
point of view, but from the unprejudiced
viewpoint of true fact.
And now just a word from the sophn..,
mores to you freshmen-perhaps some tJf
you are reading this. You've blundered
along more or less successfully so far, but
don't let that pull the wool over your eyes.
Next May, when moving up day comes
around, we're going to lick the stuffffing
out of you. If you should dare to hold a
banquet we'll shave the head of every man
in your class, and if one of you break a
single college rule, well-well, you'd better
not get caught at it!
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VICTORIOUS IN SECOND
GAME OF SEASON.
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Forward Pass Wins for the Garnet.
Hobart went down to defeat 7 to 3, Saturday afternoon, on Alexander field in an
exciting, close contest. Union put up a
gatne different from that of the previous
Saturday, in that the team displayed tremendous energy and spirit and used its
strength to the very best advantage. For
three periods the tean1s battled each other
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to a standstill, although loyal Union men
This was not ren1arkably brilliant footfelt that the Garnet was having the best ball in the opinion of the bleachers.
of it. Captain Starbuck's men were on the
Hokerk, Wood, and Jenkins (who played
aggressive most of the time, using trick only part of the game) distinguished them-·
plays and wide runs as well as volcanic selves for work on the line, while Pete
line-plunging, with great success. Several Starbuck and Old Bill Friday at the ends
: . times during the first three periods a goal broke up lots of Hobart interference and
/). seemed imminent, but on each occasion the nailed their men with monotonous regularhome team was penalized. It was stated ity. Byron played a fast, clever game at
,•,:,that Union lost one hundred yards for pen- halfback; and Dow Roof was right there
alties.
with the old pep at full. Half way through
. <.)
On defense the Garnet was a veritable the third quarter Peck Cleveland gave Roof
.:, stonewall. Tin1e after time Hobart's brawny a much needed rest, and showed some of the
·
offensive machine hurled itself at Union's most consistent ground-gaining plunging
.· :.~ line only to be held for no gain and fre- seen here for a long time. Girling's punting
quently to be thrown back. One or two '\\ras notable.
·:. spots on the line could be bolstered hut in
'throughout the game a number of subgeneral the strong defense was a good omen stitutions were made which showed the fact
for the season.
that the squad this year is exceptionally
In the fourth period both teams scored; strong.
The band gets better and better, the
Union first on the identical play w:hich won
1
·
its first touchdown against St. Lawrence the cheering section worked hard, and-SyraSaturday before. Throughout the game cuse 81, Hamilton 0! That's enough pie for
Jake Beaver had been heaving long forward one afternoon.
HOBART.
passes down the field almost invariably to UNION.
· ·· i see them intercepted or fumbled. But in the
Starbuck -------------~----------- Angel
· · \ fourth quarter about sixty yards frotn
Left end.
H?bart's goal, Jake cut loose with a long Wood ---------------------------- Mapes
Left tackle.
spiral. Girling, who was titillating about
forty yards down the field, gathered the Price ---------------------------- Robins
Left guard.
, . pigskin coyly to his arms, crawled under
three or four Genevans, outdistanced half a Hokerk -------------------------- Hubbs
Center.
dozen more, and planted the ball carefully
between the goal posts. A moment lat~r Vrooman ------------------------ Pascoe
Wally kicked the goal.
Right guard.
. Hobart should not have scored at all. DuBois ------------------------ Spalding
Right tackle .
.··: But a combination of penalties, one or two
fumbles, and an error or so lost valuable Friday -------------------------- Jenkins
Right end.
· ground for the Garnet. A Hobert conferenc.e ~as called within twenty-five yards of ]. Beaver ---------------------- Lansdell
Quarterback.
Unions goal. Apparently they felt the
Byron
Campbell
_Gar?et would be further impregnable to anv
Left halfback.
b?dlly assault, so they decided to call in the
. ~ aid of the air. Whereupon Captain Smith Girling ------------------------- Thornton
Right halfback.
' fullback, brinklied between the goal posts:
Roof------------------------------ Smith
Score: Union 7, Hobart 3.
Fullback.
..

f

'

;:

''i'

----------------·--------

'fHE CONCORDIENStS
Score: Union, 7; Hobart, 3. Touchdown,
Cirling; kick from placement, Smith; goal
from touchdown, Girling.
Substitutes:
Union-·Jackson for Vrooman, Jenkins for
DuBois, Rosecrans for Girling, Cleveland
for Roof, Girling for Rosecrans, Anderson
for Byron, Downs for. Friday, Roof for
Cleveland, Hanson for Starbuck, Byron for
Anderson, Rockwell for Jenkins, DuBois for
Wood, Vrooman for Jackson. Hobart-·
:Piffer for Robbins and McDougall for Angel.
Referees-Miller, Haverford.
Umpire-Watkins, Syracuse. Head lineman, StaTbuck.. Time of quarters, 12 minutes.

PREPARATIONS FOR TRACK SEASON IN PROGRESS.
If Union expects to defeat Colgate this
year, and she certainly does, there are a
number of preliminaries which are necessary. First, and most important, Captain
Dent tells us that we need men. Many men
upon whom the hopes of the college rested
have graduated and others did not return .
There are more Freshmen here than ever
before, and it is from their ranks, mainly,
that new candidates must be recruited. All
men, whatever be their class, should begin
to train immediately. Men whose specialty
is not cross-country should also try to keep
in condition, for past experience has demonstrated that the men who do not neglect
themselves show up best in spring practice.
Jimmy Baker, Union's star record breaker,
is now numbered among the alumni, and it
\\rill take several men to take his place. But
one man does not make a team, and so we
may face the coming season with a smile.
Raymond Newton '16, will captain the
cross-country squad for the remainder of the
season. HN ewt" is an experienced runner
and the men will work for him. Frosh,
sophs, juniors, seniors, get in your running
togs and see how good you are.

NEW FOOTBALL RUL:ES.
At the official meeting last fall several new
interpretations were incorporated into the
regular code of rules. The principal alterations follow:
'I'his year no one will be allowed to walk
up and down the sidelines. Thus the last
privilege of the head coach is taken· away.
Teams can no longer encroach upon the
neutral zone in making shift plays. The
penalty for this will be five yards.
The kick-out will be illegal, and after a
touch ...back or safety the ball must be scrimmaged on the twenty yard line.
In case a player is out of bounds when
the ball is put in play, the play will not be
made over again, but a :five yard penalty will
be exacted.
The following rules which relate to the
forward pass should be of especial interest
to Union men:
A forward pass that goes out either on a
fly, direct, or after being touched by an
eligible player of either side goes to the opponents.
A rule has been added putting a penalty
on a player who roughs a man who has just
made a forward pass.
The receiver of a forward pass in the end
zone must have both feet inside the lines.
Last year when a man attempted to make
a forward pass hut was forced back~ he
frequently threw the ball to the ground,
thus having it, by loss of a down, return to
the position where it was scrimmaged.
This season a ten yard penalty will be inflicted against any man thus intentionally
grounding a forward pass.

TERRACE COUNCIL ELECTIONS.
At a meeting of the Student Body, September 28, Donald A. Starbuck, and David
J. Beaver were elected to the Terrace Council. Both these men have been prominent
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in college activities, and their successes have
knows what a stimulant good rooting is.
made them immensely popular.
The Mandolin Club was assured of great
Starbuck has played on the 'varsity
eleven for three years, and this season is success this year at its first meetAt that time there were eighteen
captain of the team. He played on his class ing.
basketball team Freshman, Sophomore and old members, and fourteen try-outs
Junior years. He was a member of last present, and again the freshmen exhibited
year's Junior Prom. Committee and was not only quantity but som·e qaality. Due
also a member of his class cane committee. to the fact that many of the prospective
He is a member of the Beta Theta Pi frat- members were unable to attend on account
of football and work, it is expected that the
ernity.
Beaver has made good in all branches next meeting will see more new faces. If
any man can use a pick, he ought to come
of athletics. He has played on the basket- out
.
ball team throughout his course and was
The Glee Club held its first meeting of
captain last season. Sophomore and junior
years he played on the baseball and foot- the year in Siliman Hall, Friday evening.
·. . :·. ball teams. It is the regret of the entire An unusually large number were present to
· ; college that a recent appendicitis operation try for positions. In fact this year has
· •· . : will prevent his playing this fall. He is every appearance of being a banner year
for the Glee Club. About fifty fellows tried
.: also a member of the Chemical Club.
The members that were chosen last spring out their voices and some very good mater:~·by the retiring Terrace Council are Blod- ial was uncovered. The club is especially
:·.: gett, Del champs, Faust and Woods. Coul- rich in first and second bassos, while first
. : ; ter by his election to the presidency of the tenors are extremely rare.
If there are any fellows who have not
· ·. ; Senior Class, becomes a member ex-officio.
reported yet, who think they are good
tenors, come to Siliman Hall and let Garry
MUSICAL CLUBS AT WORK.
Wood try them out. There are several places
: ' Good s·howing Made by All Departments. vacant, so come out and show what you
have.
"Music hath charms," and from the presOf the fifty or more fellows who tried
:ent outlook the musical clubs are going to
out, the following men were selected.
; charm as they never charmed before.
1916-Derouville, Embree, H. 0. Allen,
'' ., Our band is at work again under the
· .·~·leadership of Gunning '16, and prospects are Mallen, Newton.
1917-Knight, Lasher, Ball, Morrison,
ff'bright for the best year of its existence.
. JThe freshmen responded to the "call for re- Roberts, Lester, Meade, Hendry, Williams.
1918-Slade, Schuyler, Neuhaus, Talbot,
. . ;;tt:cruits" admirably, and have supplied some
: ·~much needed material. Six or seven of this Beckett, Hawley, Tell, Giliman, Vosburgh,
· . Jyear's band will be freshmen. But credit Reid, Still, Waugh, Hoag, Faust, Brignel1,
·}must be given where it is due; consequently Kennedy, Dorion, Frasier, Beauman, Stein,
o<:the old members deserve a pat on the back Beklan.
·,-~for turning out so well for our first game
~With St. Lawrence. The primary object of
Distinguished One: "You arn't the caddy
· i:this organization is to "root," in the sense
· .,. encouraging the team on to victory, and who was with me yesterday?"
Thoughtless Caddy: "No, sir, we pitched
ny man who has ever played on a team
a nickle for you and I got stuck."
'•tJ•

If y·ou want anyth.ing from

NOTHING OVER 10 CENTS.
All the Latest Novelties in

QUINN'S

WALL PAPER
AND DECORATIONS

Schenectady's Greatest
Drug Store

Sun 5·&lOc Wall Paper Store
411 STATE STREET.
'Phone 4454-J.
Over Woolworth's .
•

NOTHING OVER 10 CENTS.

fil
Just Telephone 1285

PROCTOR'S
''THEATRE BEAUTIFUL"

Anytime
VAUDEVILLE-PHOTOPLAYS
Every afternoon & Evening

1 to 5

Hasty Messengers Deliver all
Purchases

Steefel Bro&
ALBANY, N. Y.

Ask any college or high
school man in the Capitol
District, what clothes measure up to his ideals in styles.
Ask
any
discriminating
dresser what clothes best
meet his ideas of refined
taste.
The answer will invariably
be
"STEEFEL QUALITY CLOTHES"
Add to the above, unusual
values and you have the reason for the
wonderful
popularity of Steefel Clothes.

Fall Suits and Overcoats
$10 to $60.

6:45

to

11

SUNDAYS:
Special Music
Feature Pictures
7 to 10:30
2 to 5

YOUNG MEN!·
Step Into a Pair of Our

SU:RE-FIT Shoes

1. . .

Here we picture two
of the newest lasts
for young men who
keep apace with the
shoe fashions.
Correct for college,
school or business.
Natty enough
for
dress wear.
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Values like these are ·
only possible in a
metropolitan s t o r e
like Patton & Hall's.

PATrON & HALL
245 STATE ST.
Below the Bridfie.
[
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More
College

Read It

IN THE

Every
Day

GAZETTE

News

There is no Music Like

5

Giocia's Orchestra

· 302 Washington Avenue, Albany, N. Y.
Telephone.

Yale and Hardvard, Each 9 in. x 24 in
Princeton, Cornell, Michigan,
Each
7 in. x 21 in.

4-PENNANTS. SIZE 12x30-4
Any Leading Colleges of Your Selection
All of our best quality, in their proper colors,
with colored emblems.
Either assortment, for limited time sent
postpaid for 50 cents and five stamps to cover
shipping costs.
Write us for prices before placing orders for
felt novelties of all kinds.

The
Schenectady Clothing
Company
I]
Stein Bloch Smart Clothing

The Gem City Novelty Co.

Hickey-Freeman Quality Clothing

6237 Bittner St., Dayton, Ohio.

Oakes Bros.' Sweaters

Nott Terrace Home Bakery

The Manhattan Co.

C. LOHEN, Prop.

Fresh Pies, Buns, Rolls, Cake,
Bread Daily.

142 STATE STREET.

'Phone 4258-J.
1. . .

.L. SCHWARTZ

; ,,

NtEWS ROOM

i
·;'

Cigars and Tobacco, Ice Cream, Candies
and Groceries. College Idols.

·.;

Schenectady; N.Y.

108 Nott Terrace

. ·
ED
Cor. State and Centre
Sts., Over Douglass
New Shoe Store

THE

'

BARBER

A Complete Department Food Store.
The Best in Everything for the Table at
the Lowest Cash Prices.

QUICK, ACTIVE SERVICE

THE BARBER SHOP FOR
UNION MEN
Absolutely Sanitary.

First Class
Service. Ask the Man Who's
been Here.

I. LEVINE
Merchant Tailor,
107 Jay Street.
Favored by the College Boys.

-

Portraits

Just Right

Jf,~

THE SHOE OF A GENTLEMAN

$4.50 TO $7.00

Your Inspection
of our
Product
Cord·ially Invited

Metropolitan
Styles
.8

Expert
Fittings

THe STVDIO OP

OVER PATTON

Geissler & Ryan

& HALL

NEAR STATE ON JAY.

The OAK Barber Shop

P. J. KENNEY

426 STATE STREET.

CUSTOM
TAILOR

M. F. ALBE, Prop.

CHARLES DERWIG
FINE CUSTOM TAILORING

Cleaning, Pressing and Repairing
College Clothing a
Specialty

CLEANING AND PRESSING.
18 Barrett Street
'Phone 354-W.

Cor. Jay & Liberty St.

Between Union and Liberty Streets.

Schenectady, N. Y.
·I

I . ,:·

1-· :~.
·,: '..
!

ENDWELL Shoes

1;: ' . ·
lo"· ' •• ,
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Watch this space in the

f

1

Next Issue
J

Our Goodyear F eft Shoes fit pertectly
and are very stylish in appearance; besides
they wear like iron. What more could
you ask?

Endicott, Johnson & Co.
206 So. Centre Street.

Near State

;.
'

..
,·
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Stoll's Ho/brauhaus
162-64-66 Jay Street, Schenectady, N. Y.
Will Serve Real ·German Meals at All Hours at Moderate Prices.

MUSICAL ENTERTAINMENT EVENINGS.
Nicely Furnished Rooms by Day or Week.
Telephone 1938.

MAX NOW A, Prop.

A unique German place, Catering to private parties in and out of the house.
Mandeville, '17
Representative on the Hill.

United Tailoring Co.

Reserved for

Snappiest Made-to-Measure Clothing at
less than "Ready-Made" Prices.

KILDER & HICKS

Dress Suits from $25 up.
H. J. SCHWARTZ, Manager.
9 Proctor's Arcade, Wedgeway Building.

The Liberty Bell Adjustable Lamp

High Grade Laundry get the

A LAMP FOR EVERY PURPOSE.
Representative on the Hill, Girling, '17.

KILLIP QUALITY LAUNDRY

Hallbauer-Hardman Mfg. Co.
957 State Street.

719 STATE STREET,

Schenectady, N. Y.

'Phone 759

QUALITY AND SATISFACTiON

Telephone 1909-W

Electric City Barber Shop
EDWIN POSSON, Prop.
Special Attention Given to Face and Scalp.
436 State Street, Schenectady, N. Y.

combined makes clear the reason why SP ALDING'S are outfitters to champions whose implements must be invariably right. The Spalding Trade Mark represents years of leadership
in the n1anufacture of athletic equipment.

• & Bros.
A . G . Spauld lng

126-128 Nassau Street
520 5th Ave., New York

Send for Catalogue

Telephone Connections

A. STOODLEY

S. A. Hamilton
GROCER

People's Baker

423 Union St.

Schenectady, N. Y.

C. A. Whelan & Co.
Cigars and Tobacco
301 and 443 State St.

Schenectady

Phone 2540

841 Union St.
MY STOCK OF

Fall Hats and Haberdas:hery
is now complete.. An inspection is solicited.

JOSEPH NUSBAUM,
336 State Street,

Gazette Building

·' ,l

20th Century Lunch
I .·
,·
'

..

WE SERVE THE BEST HOME-MADE PASTRY IN THE CITY
154 Jay Street,
''On your way to the Post Office"
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SAY MEN:
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~e sell Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes, and you

know that a store that sells H., S. & M. Clothes sells
the right kind, and naturally must sell the right kind of
other things to wear too. If you look us over a little
we think you'll like us and our wax 0~ d()ing business.

-

The Colleae Clothier
Schenectady

240-44 State Street
~

Art Press

